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EDITORS 
LETTER:
You may have noticed that Bride2b is 
bigger (and better) than ever, which also 
follows our theme for this edition - Big 
Weddings. In this third edition, we provide 
insight into all sectors of the wedding 
industry, starting with the Bride2b sector 
that you’ve come to know and love - 
bridal fashion, then followed by wedding 
planning, destination weddings, the 
honeymoon industry, finishing with the 
hottest news from Zankyou. And what 
makes this edition even more special? 
Not only do we delve into the European 
experience but we investigate the big Latin 
American markets too! You will gain insight 
from leading sector experts in Portugal, 
Mexico, Russia, Chile, Greece, Switzerland 
and Italy, who share their experiences in 
areas including high fashion, aspirational 
dining and elaborate event decor to satisfy 
the most demanding couples. You will also 

be able to broaden your industry knowledge 
through reports on our international dress 
and honeymoon surveys, in addition to 
reading helpful articles on how to achieve 
business success in your niche. So discover 
the Big trends, the Big markets and the 
Big ideas in the wedding and honeymoon 
industry in this mega edition of Bride2b.
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1. Beyond Trends: A Latin American View of the 
Bridal Fashion Industry
As well as commenting on the latest bridal fashion trends, we take 

a look at the long term experience of the bridal fashion industry in 

different countries across Latin America.

Taking the Spotlight: Exclusive Interview with 
Poirier
From lingerie to accessories, we follow how the Poirier brand ensures 

it makes an impact at bridal tradeshows.

The Greek Bridal Giants, Demetrios, Taking Their 
Designs to the World
An exclusive interview with Eleni Elias, Artistic Director of 

Demetrios Bridal.

From Watches to Rings: How Swiss Designers Are 
Using their Know-how to Grow their Wedding 
Custom
Exclusive interview with the Head of Jewellery Purchasing, Jürg 

Domenig at KURZ Schmuck und Uhren.

A Touch of Magic: The Multisensory Wedding 
Event
Amanda Puente, a Food & Beverage Consultant based in Mexico, 

tells us how to create a unique wedding event, one that stimulates 

all five senses.

Revolutionising the Russian Wedding: An 
interview with Julia Shakirova
An esteemed wedding designer from Russia explores how she is 

interpreting the world of luxury weddings for the creative couple in 

the Russian market.

Nothing Less than 5 Stars: How a Chilean Banqueter 
is Setting the Standards for Wedding Catering
Exclusive interview with Sofia Jottar, leading banqueter in Chile 

who has had the honour of hosting several presidential dinners.

The Dream Venue in Europe
The Zankyou International Wedding Observations (ZIWO) survey 

reveals the most popular venues for couples in Europe.
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The Seven Secrets to Successfully Boosting your 
Romance Travel Sales
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Beyond Trends: 
A Latin American View of the 
Bridal Fashion Industry
Last year we revealed the  Perfect Wedding Gown across Europe  - as based on 
the preferences of brides in the UK, Italy, Germany, France and Spain. We saw 
that the tulle and lace combination led the favoured materials, with the typical 
European bride opting for elegance. We discovered that French and Spanish 
brides tended to opt for the more daring v-neck in comparison to our classicly 
swayed Italian, British and German brides who swooned over a sweetheart 
neckline. Our European brides took to Pinterest in search of initial inspiration 
with the general consensus highlighting strong interest in designers from 
abroad. But what of the Latin American Market you ask? Well, next we reveal 
the styles that were trending on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, followed 
by an analysis of the new findings from Zankyou’s International Wedding Survey.
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BRIDAL FASHION |

Demand from Latin America: Brides 
want ballgowns
Latin Americans are known for their big 
celebrations and so you would not be 
wrong in thinking they’d opt for a big 
dress to match the occasion. We surveyed 
brides from Mexico, Chile, Colombia and 
Peru and found the following:  The ball 
gown ruled them all! The perfect wedding 
gown as described by our Latin American 
brides remained the ballgown where 
Mexico, Colombia and Peru shared a 
love for sweetheart/illusion necklines; the 
preferred gowns made with the globally 
loved tulle.

Our Chilean brides, on the other hand, 
had a taste for ivory, v-neck gowns made 
from a range of materials, but chiffon was 
highlighted amongst the most popular. 
In addition, the surveyed brides in this 
country had the  highest percentage of 
brides paying for the dress themselves, in 

comparison to the other Latin American 
markets where gown costs were more 
frequently split between the couple.

Like our European brides, the participants 
in Mexico, Peru and Chile wanted to 
achieve a unique look on their wedding 
day, whereas the desire of the  Colombian 
bride was to re-create a celebrity look, 
highlighting a culture amongst Colombian 
bridal buyers in particular, who are heavily 
influenced by famous characters in the 
media, and which sellers could look to 
take advantage of.

In terms of improving the buying 
experience, Mexican brides would like to 
see more sizes available; Chilean brides 
want access to  more private appointments; 
finally, Peruvian and Colombian brides 
would like to see an additional level of 
customer care whilst in dress shops.
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On trend
Despite general preferences, the endless 
ranges of styles and designs that exist emit 
a force which often entices brides to opt 
for a style slightly (or completely) different 
to what they had originally imagined.

This year we are seeing style  throwbacks 
to the 1920s - with the incorporation of
feathers into bridalwear. Exaggerated 
volumes will also be a big feature this year, 
pleasing the large group of brides looking 
to have their princess moment.

Thanks to the wedding gown of American 
actress and now British royal, Meghan 
Markle, sleeves will also be a popular 
choice for brides, especially as autumn 
weddings continue to be a popular choice.

And what additional features can we 
expect?  Capes and bows are a few dramatic 
touches to grace collections this season, 
guaranteed to keep the bride the centre 
of attention, as well as  nude tattoo effects  
to add that modern, fresh take.

But style preferences come, go and travel 
the world. No one trend has an expiration 
date, we see them come back around, 
whether it be three, five, or ten years 
later. So when we look beyond trends, 
we can consider the market experiences 
which remains a constant. The findings 
from the Zankyou International Wedding 
Observations (ZIWO 2018) study, give us 
an insight.

The buying experience: Timescale
It is important to understand the planning 
experience of each country where you are 
hoping to attract custom from couples. 
Take Colombian brides, for example, by 
international comparison, this country 
has the most couples planning their 
weddings in less than six months (20%) 
which means these couples will require a 
faster turn around time in the process of 
gown selection-fittings-adjustments. The 
survey found that Peru and Colombia had 

the highest rates of couples buying their 
outfits within three months to the big day. 
Nevertheless, on a global scale, 53% of 
couples buy their wedding outfits more 
than six months ahead of the wedding, 
matching the more general time-scale of 
boutiques who offer custom gowns.

When thinking about the buying 
experience, we must also consider the 
pre-purchase activity.  Two-thirds of 
brides look online  for their dress, with 
Pinterest and Google being their go-to 
sources. This is not a new experience in 
the industry but merely a point to reinforce 
the fact that designers need to position 
themselves well on these platforms to 
attract the desired level of attention from 
couples looking for their wedding gowns 
and suits.

The real opportunity for the independent 
designer 
92% of brides state that it is not important 
to them if their dress comes from a well-
known designer. This overwhelming 
majority is a constant in our annual surveys; 
although brides may end up going for 
well-known designers based on reliability, 
high recommendations, etc., the mere 
fact that it is an internationally recognised 
label is not the most important factor for 
the everyday bride. This provides a great 
opportunity for independent designers or 
up and coming labels to penetrate new 
markets and expand their offer in new 
geographic markets. But designers must 
carefully consider where they stock their 
product. According to the survey,  32% of 
brides shop in an independent boutique, 
offering custom-made styles. Just like in 
various other industries, the customisable 
element of wedding dresses is a strong 
factor swaying demand in the industry. A 
further  26% of brides opt for a multibrand 
store i.e. a retailer that stocks a wide 
collection of designers, compared with a 
17% of brides that go to a unique brand 
with a wide collection fo styles. 
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BRIDAL FASHION |

Reduce and reuse
These R’s are often associated with 
responsible consumption but this 
philosophy is slowly creeping into 
the buying mentality for a small  but 
noticeable  proportion of brides. Firstly 
reduce: The overall budget of the wedding 
remains high but it is a habit for couples 
to look for small ways to reduce aspects 
of their wedding spend. Although dress 
and suit rentals were only chosen by 
5% of couples worldwide an interesting 
survey find was that this is a very popular 

solution for our Brazilian couples, where  
37% of couples opted for a rental option, 
Chile had the largest demand for low-
cost retailers (which was the choice of 
13% of brides in this country). Brazil also 
had the largest number of brides willing 
to buy a second-hand dress, where 56% 
of brides stated they would be willing to 
do so, compared with the global average 
of 26%. This presents a great opportunity 
for a secondary retail market in Brazil i.e. 
more services offering bridal/suit rentals 
and resale.
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It can be difficult to stand out amongst the infinite designers 
that exhibit at a bridal show, especially for companies who 
do not sell products as easy to showcase as a bridal gown. 
Take for example suppliers of shoes, lingerie, accessories 
- these are essential additions to the bridal outfit and are 
also represented at these trade fairs. Their motives are the 
same as a bridal designer and although they occupy a smaller 
proportion of the showroom floor, these suppliers should not be 
overlooked. There’s one company who ensures that this not be the case for them; 
often stealing the show with their impressive stands and distinguishable style:  
Poirier is a company that knows how to stand out at these busy trade fairs and we 
had the chance to speak to  Alexander Pereboom, its Founder and Owner,  who 
shared the company’s experience and here offers some key advice for buyers.

Taking the Spotlight: 
Exclusive Interview with Poirier

Give us an insight into the history of the 
company:
In 1990 The Poirier Company was 
founded in The Netherlands. The first 
years we developed bridal petticoats, but 
soon after that, we started to develop 
bridal body wear and accessories for the 
contemporary bride. By focusing only 
on using the best designs and materials 
our mission has been to make the bride 
as beautiful as possible. As we put all our 
love and effort into the development, 
production and marketing of our 
collections,  we turned the product into 
an emotion.

Being one of the few recognisable bridal 
accessory brands to regularly exhibit at 
international bridal fairs, discuss your 
approach to how you have established 
your brand?
In every market you have to  invest before 
you can grow. In most markets we work 
directly with our clients, the bridal fairs 
are not only to show and sell our new 
and existing collections, but we see it also 
as an opportunity to  meet our current 

customers and  thank them for working 
with us. We want our customers to feel 
welcome and appreciated.
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What varying focuses do you put on 
your B2B and B2C sales & marketing 
channels?
As for every company in every market, 
there has to be a push and pull strategy. 
The difference in the bridal market is 
that the brides (consumers) are only “in 
the market” for a short time.  This has 
implications for marketing as well. Hence, 
we believe that the  relationship with the 
retailer  is of utmost importance because: 
firstly, with the retailers, we can build a 
long-term relationship. And secondly, the 
retailers play the biggest role in the sales 
process for the bride.

In targeting the retailers and consumers 
we use all kinds of media, online as well 
as offline.

What advice would you offer to bridal 
retailers wanting to boost revenue from 
their goods such as lingerie, headpieces, 
etc.?
As we sell our collections all over the world, 
we also see a lot of differences in the 
approach of retailers selling accessories. 
In the last decade, the importance of 
accessories has increased enormously.

The most important advice is to see 
accessories not as complementary but 
as necessary! Incorporate the sales of 
accessories in the selling process of 
the shop and explain to employees the 
importance of accessories and how to 
work with/sell them. The brides want 
and need a complete package, so try to 
keep these sales in your shop. Successful 
retailers have a lot of extra revenues 
from their accessories, giving them extra 
opportunity to invest in their marketing, 
boutique, etc.

What steps are you taking towards the 
futher internationalisation of Poirier?
With our wide and contemporary 
collections, we are able to sell our 
collection worldwide. Nevertheless, our 
main focus at the moment is Europe, our 
home market. In Europe, our customers 
(bridal retailers) can order our collections 
and have them  shipped within 24 hours.  
In recent years we have expanded outside 
Europe as we learn that our collections 
appeal worldwide. We use the same 
concept as in Europe: strong collections 
(design and quality), strong prices and 
optimal service.
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The Greek Bridal 
Giants, Demetrios
Taking Their Designs to the World 
We caught up with Eleni Elias, 
Artistic Director for Demetrios Bridal, 
who gave us some insight into 
the international expansion of the 
fashion label and the new bridal lines 
available to retailers this season. 

"When a brand is born"
The Demetrios brand was born in 1980 
with a global vision instilled early on 
in its brand DNA. It always wanted to 
achieve a balance between tending to its 
local markets and also achieving global 
leadership. For this reason, the concept of 
"think globally, act locally" is a big part of 
the company's mission.

Achieving rapid growth
A key to achieving quick growth has been 
the careful and effective consideration 
of international partners, which has 

enabled the brand to take its designs to 
new geographic markets. However, the 
more important point of Demetrios and 
their sister brands is to be able to reach 
different kinds of brides not only based on 
geographical markets but also based on 
style and price point.

C.A.E
Eleni highlighted the importance 
of Collaboration, Awareness and 
Engagement, be it through trunk shows, 
social media or the various other activities 
they carry out concerning enhancing 
customer interactions with their brand. 
These three things are key to the 
communication of the brand's offer and 
philosophy. Working with their distributors 
as well as communicating with the final 
consumers, the brides, is a critical factor 
for their success.
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Quality guaranteed
Two simple but significant factors have 
been a pinnacle in them managing and 
ensuring quality throughout their vast 
collections. These factors have been the 
establishment of 1) excellent production 
practices and 2) material selection.

Age-less styles
Demetrios can confidently say that lace 
dresses have stood the test of time and 
have always stayed in fashion – even 
though the neckline, silhouettes and even 
patterns may change, lace just appears to 
carry a timeless element about it.

Seeking inspiration
The inspiration for Demetrios gowns 
differs for each collection and depends 
on the silhouette/neckline/fabric trends 
of the season. Nevertheless, travelling has 
been a great source of inspiration for the 
designer.

The Capsule Collection 
This exclusive collection from Demetrios 
presents a sophisticated showcase of 
gowns which blend trend-worthy elements 
with high fashion finishings. Introducing 
romantic laces, exquisite embroidery and 
modern silhouettes. (6-8 weeks delivery 
at no extra charge and no extra charge for 
plus size (US 18 +)). Encompassing illusion, 
v-neck, off-the-sholder, sleeveless, open 
backs as well as: A-lines, airy ball gowns 
and hip-hugging silhouettes. A collection 
created for an authentic modern romance.

The Cosmobella Collection 
A line offering elegant fashions 
intertwined with an ethereal aesthetic. 
From mesmerising embroidery to classic 
and contemporary laces, the gowns 
comprise of flowing shapes and form-
fitting silhouettes. A truly contemporary 
offering, with the mission to turn sexy 
into sophisticated, with the application 
of romantic ruffles, beautiful trails and 
interchangeable pieces - with no shortage 
of eye-catching details. 

THE CAPSULE COLLECTION 
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DANNY BIERMAN
International Sales Development

danny@dnbinterfashion.nl
Tel : 0031 (0) 622958501

Rome Bridal Week
March 23rd – 25th 

Booth 63

London Bridal Week
March 24th – 26th 

Booth B25

Barcelona Bridal Week
April 26th – 28th 

Booth A134, Hall  2

Interbride Düsseldorf 
May 4th- 6th 
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Switzerland has a long standing reputation for quality 
jewellery, particularly renowned for watchmaking. With 
their jewellery crafting know-how they have been able 
to build their profile in the wedding market too and 
one of the companies making an important contribution 
is  KURZ Schmuck und Uhren. We spoke with the Head of 
Jewellery Purchasing,  Jürg Domenig, to understand the inner-workings 
of the wedding jeweller and the market experience in Switzerland.

From Watches to Rings: 
How Swiss designers are using their know-how 
to grow their wedding custom

Perfect jewellery art from Swiss 
manufacturer
In Switzerland we have a saying “Drum 
prüfe, wer sich ewig bindet” which 
translates to "Therefore check who binds 
himself forever". This saying not only 
applies to the spouse, but also to the 
wedding ring, which is purchased to be a 
lifelong companion and a sign of eternal 
love. Couples can always find competent 
and individual advice on the search 
for the perfect ring at KURZ Jewellery 
and Watches. Our swiss manufactured, 
exclusive wedding rings and engagement 
rings are known for their beautiful design 
and high wearing comfort. They underline 
the personality and character of their 
wearers for a lifetime thanks to both Swiss 
quality and elaborate production by hand.

What does the KURZ brand stand for?
The company KURZ was founded in 
1948 by the Zurich goldsmith Armin Kurz. 
Today it runs ten established jewellery 
stores in the Zurich and Basel regions, 
Bern, Lucerne and Geneva. KURZ offers 
a large selection of high-quality jewellery, 
own jewellery collections and an exclusive 
range of world-famous watch and 
jewellery brands. The company has been a 
subsidiary of the Lucerne-based Bucherer 
Group since 1989. KURZ stands for an 
accessible and approachable luxury and 

cultivates values such as hospitality and 
customer understanding. Our concept of 
modern luxury is that watches and clocks 
are jewellery that are an integral part of 
your lifestyle. In our wide assortment 
a customer can find the jewellery and 
watches for all the beautiful moments in 
life: birth, childhood, engagement and 
marriage, as well as friendship and love. 
Or even as a gift from you to you - as a 
reward.

What distinguishes the KURZ wedding 
ring range?
KURZ Jewellery and Watches is one 
of Switzerland's leading providers of 
Wedding rings and engagement rings. 
All wedding and engagement ring 
creations correspond to the highest 
quality standards and are manufactured 
individually in the Swiss workshop. The 
engagement and wedding rings from 
KURZ promise unique designs and the 
highest quality; durability and wearing 
comfort. The design, the materials as 
well as the finishing of the pieces of 
jewellery are geared to daily use. KURZ 
offers the possibility to design wedding 
rings individually. The customer has the 
choice between different profiles, widths 
and surface structures, even the lettering 
i.e. with an engraving entirely according 
to their own style and taste. In our in-
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house diamond laboratory, every single 
gemstone is controlled and checked 
by experts along the 4c quality criteria: 
weight, colour, purity and cut; before it is 
incorporated into a KURZ wedding ring.
All diamonds are sourced from verifiable, 
conflict-free sources and are in line 
with the requirements of the Kimberley 
Process (the scheme to prevent “conflict 
diamonds” entering mainstream markets).

Explore the aesthetical and technical 
features that make an engagement ring:
We define the engagement ring as the 
proposal ring, which is traditionally a 
solitaire, a single diamond, 90% of which 
is desired in a brilliant cut, followed by the  
princess  cut  and two percent  baguette  
cut. Of course, the solitaire can also be a 
glittering coloured gemstone. 

How much would it cost in Switzerland?
There are no statistics on this. Every year 
we sell a large number of solitaire rings 
to men and women with very different 
budgets. We start at a price segment just 
under a thousand francs (≈885€), but 
offer solitaires in all price categories for 
our flagship product which is “The ONE” 
– an exclusive solitaire with a diamond in 
brilliant cut 1.00 ct set in an exclusive KURZ 
design and starting from H SI1 quality. 
The perfect diamond with a maximum 
brilliance.

What are the trends in the choice of 
wedding ring? 
The popularity of rose gold is currently 
increasing and is replacing the white gold 
varieties. Yellow gold remains dominant. 
Platinum is also becoming increasingly 
interesting because the price difference to 
other precious metals is no longer as large 
at present. Classical and timeless designs 
are always in demand and two-coloured 
wedding rings continue to be on trend. 
Profile, width, surface, with or without 
diamond? These are always the decisive 
criteria a customer has to consider. 

Are engraving on the inside of the ring 
still in demand? 
This is a must: reciprocal engraving 
of name and wedding date are highly 
requested and something else is very 
practical: rings which are curved on the 
inside i.e. rounded, increase wearing 
comfort in everyday life.

Which jewellery is requested to feature 
on the wedding day? 
We always have matching wedding 
jewellery that can complement the ring: 
e.g. earrings, a necklace, or a bracelet. 
These asides from the traditional basics 
that are still the common wedding rings, 
exchanged at the altar or at the registry 
office. In Switzerland, unlike in Germany, 
wedding rings are worn on the ring 
finger of the left hand, the Solitaire or the 
gemstone on the right.

BRIDAL FASHION |
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Amanda Puente is a Food & Beverage Consultant,  b orn in Mexico. 
She has a Cuban father and French-Italian mother, all of which 
has led her to be immersed in a diversity of cultures, bringing 
her closer to this industry. She is known throughout Mexico, as 
well as having an international presence in Colombia and the 
Dominican Republic. She is the ambassador for various wine 
and cigar brands, creator of sensory experiences, in addition to 
being the designer of the private cocktail collection  Le Heures de 
Parfum and  L'Envol for the Cartier brand - bringing perfumery 
to current mixology. She is also a regular contributor for the 
Radio Formula Group on topics concerning distilled wine and 
lifestyle. Having accumulated 14 years of industry knowledge, 
she is an expert in  creating unique experiences for weddings 
- recognised for helping guests to immerse themselves in the 
world of wine, spirits and food.

A Touch of Magic: 
The Multisensory Wedding Event 
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Defining two important terms
Harmony and Pairing: she describes 
harmony as a wonderful friendship 
between food and wine. To give an 
example, strawberries and sparkling wine 
have nothing to do with one another but 
together create an undeniable synergy. 
Another example would be to select only 
one wine for a wedding banquet; the 
same to accompany each course from the  
entire menu. Doing this can help to create 
“edible” harmony as guests go from dish 
to dish and so provides an argument for 
sticking to one wine for all dishes. She 
describes pairing as a  marriage of the 
mixture of drinks, tequila, rum, coffee and 
dessert wines. Even pairings with beer 
help planners to go a little further in the 
experience that they present.

Creating a sensory wedding experience
Creating a sensory wedding is going 
one step further than when organising a 
conventional nuptial event. It depends less 
on budget and more on the special details 
that can be added in the case of the 
presentation of plates for example. They 
can be made more picturesque with the 
selection of colour and decoration. From 
high glamour to shabby chic, food can be 
made to match whichever style or theme 
a wedding has been destined to replicate. 
Even a wedding in a vineyard has the 

ability to be transformed to accentuate 
the environment. This type of event 
steers clear of routine and focuses on 
the overall experience of the wedding; 
menus accompanied by a symphonic 
orchestra, sweet dishes with savoury 
fillings - for example, chocolate with 
bacon or chocolate filled with onion. 
These experiences make the wedding 
come alive and give guests memories of 
new and different themes.

Setting the scene 
Puente believes that all backdrops have 
the power to be transformed to create a 
multi-sensory event, given that each event 
depends on the story that the couple want 
to remember. Whether they are setting 
their wedding scene in a country house, 
a garden, a forest, everything should be 
consistent and hence lead to successful 
experience creation.

WEDDING PLANNING |   
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Couples who seek something different
For all couples that like taking risks this 
type of event can indeed create the new 
experience they yearn for. Multisensory 
events open the mind but many couples 
may be apprehensive to allow the creative 
process to take place on such an important 
day. Puente always recommends that

they try it before saying no! By setting 
limits they won’t be able to see the new 
and different opportunities available to 
create a spectacular wedding celebration. 
People also think that this type of event is 
expensive when in reality it doesn’t have to 
be. To fit a lower budget, simply adapting 
the type of menu can be the solution. It 
is a good idea to look for independent 

chefs who can work with all the providers 
to achieve the overall desired atmosphere 
and who are open to new ways of work.

Optimising flavours
There is power in sitting with the chefs and 
the creators of the menus to unite flavours. 
This power makes the menus more 

attractive and demonstrates 
the conscious decision to 
create perfect pairings and 
harmony throughout the 
menu. Creatively you can 
present flavours through 
sensations of acidity, dryness, 
astringency, sweetness, 
etc.; and present textures in 
the range of liquid to semi 
liquid to crispy, etc. These 
decisions give the guests an 
opportunity to potentially 
try something they never 
have before. Wines also have 
the ability to generate fuller 
body sensations in the mouth 
and accentuate flavours in 
food. This emphasises the 
importance of careful and 
thoughtful selection.

Success guaranteed! 
In order to guarantee a 
successful event, all parts 
have to be uniform. Starting 
by communicating to guests 
what the event will be about 
so that when they arrive 
they are not thrown by the 
unfamiliarity of the occasion, 
but have a clearer idea of 

what to expect. It is also important that 
the providers are involved in the project 
as much as the wedding planner and 
understand consumer trends concerning 
age, culture, beliefs, etc. The key mission 
of a wedding experience like this, not only 
is to celebrate the union of the bride and 
groom, but to host an event that creates 
unforgettable memories.
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Julia Shakirova  is one of the visionaries who is 
revolutionising the wedding industry in Russia. For 
several years she has been considered a trendsetter for the 
sector and Zankyou had the chance to sit and discuss both her personal 
journey as well as the strides the traditional wedding celebration has 
taken in Russia. She continues to do it today, remaining a trendsetter.

Revolutionising the Russian Wedding:
An interview with Julia Shakirova

Where did you first draw inspiration 
when you entered that wedding sphere?
From the American market, of course, 
because there were a lot of interesting 
ideas and projects. To name a few 
individuals who inspired me, Preyston 
Bailey - one of the first and most important 
specialists. There was also Amy Atlas - a 
confectioner who made very beautiful 
candy bars, using unusual colours. We 
were just starting to do some small events 
at the time. So the USA market gave us a 
boost of inspiration.

Where do you put your focus now?
Now we are looking more to Europe, but  
not  the wedding industry, but rather 
fashion – drawing ideas from catwalks, 
shows and parties. Of course, the leading 
brands (Dior, Chanel, Valentino) are 
interesting, but at the same time, I follow 
with great interest small, bold brands such 
as Dries van Noten. In general, we can 
say that for our company the wedding 

industry is no longer a reference, we are 
looking more specifically at the fashion 
industry because there we see more 
technology used at events with some 
unusual approaches. Plus, the theatre, 
cinema, Hollywood - all these create an 
atmosphere that we desire to replicate. 
As decorators, we aim to create a certain 
atmosphere in a certain space.

Can we say that today the Russian 
wedding industry has caught up with 
the European?
Each has its own peculiarities, a more 
fitting outlook would be what is the 
difference between Europe and Russia or 
America? In America, the decor is created 
in the technical space, that is to say, an 
empty area is taken and the location is 
completely built on it. Whereas the decor 
of weddings in Europe is in the details - 
these are some decorative details that are  
added to the already existing beauty on 
and around the venue. This is their great

WEDDING PLANNING |   
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advantage because the atmosphere is 
already there, it does not need to be 
created from scratch. There are beautiful 
palaces in Russia, but more often they 
are either in a deplorable state or there 
is limited access to them. Therefore, we 
strive more for the American method of 
creation, where we are building a whole 
new world for our customers. Here you 
think differently, not trying to fit into some 
already existing walls, like when the event 
takes place in a restaurant or at concert 
venues. It is with this approach that we are 
attracted to the Dubai market, because 
there, as in America, the specialists build 
the location completely from scratch, and 
they set an example of what we can do. In 
a word, each industry gives us something, 
because in Russia there are beautiful 
landscapes and opportunities to fully build 

the scenery for a wedding. The uniqueness 
of our approach in the symbiosis of the 
European and American approaches. This 
qualitatively distinguishes our approach 
to the decor as a whole. In addition, our 
studio helps to work out details that are 
not directly related to the decor but affect 
its perception: table settings, menus, the 
dress code of guests and stage costumes 
of performing artists. 

Do you think your customers have 
changed in recent years?
Today the client is already sophisticated, 
even spoiled in some ways, because 
there are new needs. Customers are also 
growing and we are happy that they can 
see where the quality is and where it is 
not. In the era of social networks, you can 
watch the whole world without leaving 
your home. Clients analysing famous 
peoplé s events, seeing how interesting it 
is to arrange a celebration. People come 
to us for something new and memorable, 
for a certain idea, for courage and, of 
course, for quality. The client always wants 
to be heard and listened to, and that the 
final decor of the celebration reflects 
their history. In Europe, celebrities are 
increasingly arranging secret weddings. 
In Russia, such a massive desire for this 
form of celebration has not yet been 
observed, still honoured with big events. 
This is a cultural feature of our country, 
that a wedding is arranged not only for 
the newlyweds but also for relatives and 
friends. Therefore, the option of a quiet 
wedding is practically not considered. 

People come to you for bold decisions, 
but do you think there is something that 
even your customers are not ready for?
Here we should talk rather about those 
stereotypes or ideas about weddings that 
Russian clients are not ready to give up. 
There are some ideas that would change 
the format of events, they are carried out 
in Russia, but these are non-standard 
people with non-standard thinking. But in 
the classical format of a Russian wedding, 
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the structure is still quite rigid. An age-
old stereotype which consists in “banquet 
and feast” which is very difficult to break.
The client and his guests expect to see 
the obligatory semicircular arch for the 
wedding, a banquet hall with round or 
rectangular tables so that everyone can 
see each other, as well as a show on the 
stage. These are obligatory attributes of 
a classical wedding, from which some 
couples are ready to depart. I think 
the future is for new formats of events, 
when guests dive into the atmosphere 
where there is no show in a certain place 
because the show can be everywhere, in 
all locations, it can run. Generally speaking, 
we can say that the public is now divided 
into two groups - the new generation and 
the more traditional society. Of course, 
generations are changing, and therefore 
the requests too, so now we face the task 
of receiving new requests and creating a 
new trend. We need to identify what will 
be interesting in the future and what we 
can offer to young and creative clients of 
the future.

What new queries have you observed?
There are already young clients who 
come to us with the question: “What can 
you offer us?” It is clear that a wedding 
is a certain ritual, where there are steps 
that need to be followed, and I think 
this is correct because, without this, the 
generations could not go forward. But 
new customers want a certain entourage, 
they do want to abide by established 
rules, but they are ready to break them in  
some  way.

So, the main changes are not in decor, 
but in the concept of the wedding itself?
Yes, although an interesting concept may 
entail an unusual decor. Because we have 
to think over everything, we look wider: we 
think about the light, about the locations, 
the laying of tables and the dress code of 
the guests of the event. The main question 
is what tools create an atmosphere at a 
wedding? What is it in? Is it a show or 

video content? Maybe in unusual food 
or some kind of performance? So, you 
have to transfer people for a while to 
another planet. And the key to everything 
becomes the understanding of your 
guests: who they are and where the 
wedding will be held. The second step is 
to understand the location, because each, 
as a person, has its own character with 
its own energy and needs. Therefore, we 
listen to what the location dictates to us. 
There are so many factors that create that 
atmosphere. However, the most important 
thing is the identity of the client, and only 
after that are all the elements glued to 
it: the event space, the decor, even the 
artists. The couple immerse guests in their 
atmosphere, which means that it is very 
important that the couple understand 
who they are.

Is there any danger of losing the meaning 
that the wedding initially brings - love 
and family? After all, there is a fine line 
between the wedding and the show.
Although we are doing a wedding show, it 
doesn’t mean that we are literally making 
“Cirque du Soleil”. We always tell the 
couple's story - it's always about feelings 
and love. There are some places where 
backdrops are more sensual, some places 
less, some places more modern, other 
settings with humour. It is a tangible, 
material way to express the feelings of a 
couple.

Is there any styling approaches that you 
would like to use in your projects, but so 
far it hasń t been possible? 
Yes, there are some approaches that I 
would like to apply, but often it is not 
welcomed by the wedding industry, 
because it is not “comfortable”. For 
example, non-standard seating areas for 
an event i.e. a division of guests, placing 
them in different areas, although the main 
task at the wedding is, on the contrary, to 
unite the guests. The discomfort makes 
it difficult to implement non-standard 
solutions: it gives a kind of shock, emotion, 
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but still discomfort. The client most often 
chooses comfort, so ideas are thrown 
away that could, in fact, impress guests.
Everything is slowly changing and the 
desire for comfort is also being replaced 
by an interest in non-standard solutions, 
but this is being done gradually, so now 
we just need courage - from us and our 
customers.

We were very impressed with the project 
"On the same wavelength", could you 
tell us more about it? 
The wedding took place in an exclusive 
indoor area - Villa Le Beau Vallon

On the territory of the villa, there is a large 
collection of art objects from around the 
world, which harmoniously combined with 
the conceptual solution of our scenery. 
One day united two events - the birthday 
of the groom and the creation of a new 
family. The idea of this decor came to me 
a few years ago in a dream. I dreamed 
that I came to the location and saw waves 
with foam on the ridge, which created 
huge fans and I could not understand how 
this was possible. We had two months to 
prepare it. We created large emerald and 
mirror waves with gypsophila foam, it rose 
above the water and covered all those 
gathered. The tent, where the main event 
took place, was littered with 18,000 small 
luminous balls, resembling bubbles of sea 
foam. The decor required 5,000 flowers: 
roses, delphinium, astilbe, leuven beck 
and field grass. 

In conclusion of our conversation, what 
advice do you give to couples to help 
them share your big visions? 
The most important thing is to define 
the style, in the broadest sense. It is 
important for them to understand 
themselves and who they are as a person 
because everything is built on it - not a 
wedding, everything in their lives. If they 
understand who they are, it will be easier 
to determine what they need from their 
event. In this case, of course, we must not 
forget that the wedding is a celebration of 
two people, two individuals, so it is very 
important that everything is discussed 
and decided together. I also always advise 
that they create a mood board of ideas 
that includes everything - flowers, places, 
tastes, smells, in a word,  everything  that 
they like. From trips or from memories, 
just from walking through the city or from 
everyday life. But it is precisely on this that 
you can finally build the atmosphere of a 
wedding day that will be remembered for 
whole life.
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Nothing Less than 5 Stars:
How a Chilean Banqueter is Setting the 
Standards for Wedding Catering 

Sofia Jottar is a leading banqueter with a renowned event center in the South 
American state of Chile. She has catered for events ranging from cocktail 
bar-style weddings right through to presidential dinners. She is a caterer with 
national prestige and on a mission to eradicate sub-par catering experiences 
in her country. This article explores her journey within the industry, how Chilé s 
wedding industry compares to other Latin American markets and finishes with 
Joattaŕ s vision for wedding catering in Chile in the future with innovation and 
quality leading the way. 

A growing appetite
Although Jottar’s university training was in 
civil industrial engineering, she highlighted 
that she’d had a passion for cooking since 
birth. The natural fusion of both elements 
of her personal interests culminated in 
her entering the banqueting business. 
She already had six years of experience 
working at  Casona de Las Condes where 
she was involved in carrying out nearly 
120 weddings a year before launching her 

centre. This industry exposure enabled her 
to put together strong work teams, invest 
and acquire the necessary knowledge 
in order to later open the  Sofía Jottar 
Casona. 

For starters
Before all successful business endeavours, 
there must be a source of inspiration. 
Jottar told us her inspiration comes from 
various muses; from a trip, a work of art, a
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a plate, a vision of nature. All these stimuli 
help her to create unique experiences 
and encourage her to always continue 
innovating.  “I think that the worse thing 
for a wedding business is to stay still and 
repeat a style,”  she told us. This mentality 
has enabled her to create a brand identity 
based on  high gastronomical quality and 
assembly, constant innovation and the 
highest service standards with a concern 
for the details. 

A hint of Chile 
The world of weddings is constantly 
changing and at different rates in various 
parts of the world. Sofia admitted that 
upon an international comparison, Chile is
still very early on along its wedding 
innovation curve. In her experience, the
tendency for weddings in other parts of 
the world is strongly orientated towards
personalisation, whereas this concept is 
still a minor feature in Chile. She compared 

wedding invitations, noting that in Chile the 
style remains very plain whereas in other 
countries there is significant use of colour 
and design. She noted that only recently 
couples are asking her to personalise their 
table numbers or name tags, but this is an 
occurrence in no more than 3% of cases. 
She highlighted a strong culture of fear 
in the Chilean wedding industry, a fear 
of doing something different as well as 
a fear of criticism. When a couple opts 
to create a wedding space in a cocktail 
lounge type venue, for example, they 
are often faced with confrontation from 
parents and friends. In countries like Peru 
and Argentina or even Brazil, weddings 
are very dynamic, with the party and 
dance playing a major role from the start 
of the event. Whereas in Chile, there is 
more emphasis on the food followed by 
a party for the younger guests. Jottar 
claims that in Chile there has always been 
a good ability to create atmosphere, but 
the food at weddings seemed to be of 
lower quality.

"New flavours" at the Chilean wedding 
Jottar highlighted the work of VJs and 
DJs who, out of all wedding professionals, 
have been bold enough to introduce a 
modernization to the traditional ways of 
the Chilean wedding party. The use of 
lights, screens and special effects by these 
providers have resulted in the first boost of 
innovation for the sector. She is optimistic 
that the new Chilean generation will be the 
ones who incite a major overhaul for the 
other hired wedding services too. Despite 
the (comparatively) delayed innovation 
in certain services of the wedding, Jottar 
continues to be an advocate for high food 
quality and service at the wedding party. 
She thinks it is essential that substandard 
practices adopted by others in the industry 
be eradicated. And by having a portfolio 
of banquet guests which extends to ex-
presidents, Barak Obama of the United 
States and Alan Garcia of Peru, she has 
earned her right as an influencer within 
the industry.
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Jottaŕ s recipe to success 
The three fundamental pillars which drive 
Jottar’s success are constant innovation, 
dedication to each event and the tight 
control of details, and finally high levels of 
efficiency and performance achieved with 
exceptional work teams. On the other 
hand, their ability to innovate constantly 
with the settings has also given Jottar’s 
Casona a position of leadership in the 
industry. “Today, couples communicate 
through images. We have an online 
gallery of more than 20,000 photos 
separated into albums. The couples 
navigate, identify and realise this internal 
ability to create something breathtaking”. 
Lastly, they have their very special events 
centre which is eight meters tall with 
pillars made of tree trunks native to Chile. 
The architecture is named “Germán de 
Sol” (and won the national award for 
architecture). The concept was new, 
different, a building that creates warmth 
and unites concepts of sustainability with 
great beauty. Also being colocated with 
the Red Stone Lagoon means the centre is 
able to join the best of nature and heritage 
and this has helped set Jottar apart.

A sweet finish
The two concepts she highlighted as key 
in achieving sweet success in the industry
as it continues to develop, were 
innovation and  quality. She highlighted 
the importance of not compromising 
the latter in pursuit of the former. That 
is to say, the strictest quality standards 
must always be in play in the catering 
business even in the face of innovatory 
change. Jottar is striving to lead a service 
experience with high standards of quality 
and an evaluation system  that make 
improvements come to the forefront  
and rise above bad practices, to in effect 
penalise low quality. Jottar finished, 
affirming that proactivity and orientation 
towards the client will be the key to 
leading the change. “We want to bring 
new standards to the country for wedding 
styles and food quality. We are trying to 
introduce this very quickly into the world 
of banqueting by making substantial 
changes, similar to those that we already 
see in the world of big restaurants and 
gourmet dining experiences,” she stated. 
Jottar and team will look to the use of 
art, regional products and innovative 
presentations as they aim to change the 
industry for the better and achieve a 
nuptial culinary transformation.

The quality, variery, the quantity of food that we 
give in our event is very different to the average 

in the industry. We create a dining experience that 
matched that of a fine dining restaurant and not an 

event. This makes  it more special! 

“

“
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The Dream Venue in Europe:
France, Germany, Spain, 

Poland and United Kingdom 

As professionals, we all know that couples choose their wedding venue based on 
a range of factors, from the size of their guest list to whether a setting matches 
the theme or style they’ve set for the wedding. But which profile of venue is 
considered  the dream backdrop for couples around the world? Have a look at 
what Zankyou’s international survey revealed.

GERMANY

France
58% of French couples got married in 
the countryside, most inviting between 
100 and 150 guests. They booked 6-12 
months in advance, with the most popular 
location being in a  field/farm, and being 
amongst the most likely (82%) to hire 
external catering.

Germany
German couples tended to host similar 
sized weddings, however, a majority 
group, represented by 40% of couples, 
booked between 12 and 18 months before 
the wedding. The decorative features of 

the German couple’s rustic venue offering 
were the biggest factor that attracted 
couples to choose their final venue option. 
Over a third of German couples opted for 
an inner city wedding with the majority 
hosting their event in  hotels, halls or 
restaurants  to host their event.

Spain
Spanish couples love to get married 
outside: 41% celebrated the wedding in a 
Finca  (typical Spanish farmhouse) which 
they booked 6-12 months ahead of the 
date. Location and food were the two 
biggest factors for the venue decision.
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Poland
Polish couples tended to have smaller 
weddings with about 60% of couples 
hosting fewer than 100 guests. The most 
popular venue was a  hall, where 32% 
of wedding celebrations took place and 
where the decoration on display was a 
polish couple’s biggest venue-related 
interest.

United Kingdom
The British couplé s dream venue were 
buildings with historical charm as 33% 
got married in a manor house or castle. 
Location was key for our UK-based 
couples, where 60% hosted 50-100 
guests.

UNITED KINGDOM

FRANCE

SPAIN

POLAND
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Destination Weddings in Italy:
A World of Undiscovered Opportunities

Simona Spinola, Wedding blogger and Zankyou’s Italy PR manager, speaks to 
several experts in Italy concerning its unique destination wedding market.

Taking its first steps 
To fully understand  destination weddings, 
a phenomenon that was born in the USA 
and then replicated worldwide to finally 
become a trend in the wedding industry, 
we need to make some initial steps in 
identifying the reasons for its growth. 
Naturally, a similar phenomenon is 
generated from the pleasure of travelling; 
discovering distant places, cultures, 
beauty, and even more simply, generated 
from the need to get lost in a reality away 
from the tiring routine of everyday life. 
And therefore, whilst looking for all of 
this during a holiday, why not share this 
sensation with our loved ones  on the 
most important day  of our lives? And an 
underlying desire: the need for making 
this day even more unforgettable, a day 
that doesn’t have to be just perfect, but 
overall - unique, and in the company of 
those people that, whether by blood 
or not, we consider family. So what role 
does Italy play in this phenomenon? 
Amongst the hundreds of thousands of 
foreign couples that visit Italy each year, 
various choose to spend their wedding 
here, enjoying the  countless offers of our 
country. Looking at our flavours, art, good 
cooking, fashion, elegance and climate, all 
the characteristics that our beautiful and 
variegated peninsula has to offer and with 
a variety of economic availability, it's not 
difficult to see why. It is with this sensitivity 
towards the topic of tourism when 
applied to weddings, that our  Zankyou  
Wedding Club  events were born. It 
allows participants to have an informal yet 
informative meeting, offering everyone 

a broader look at all the already existing 
strong points of each region in addition to 
identifying the untapped potential.

An identikit of the couples who get 
married in Italy
Reality shows a sector in a moment of 
strong development and specialisation 
of its experts. A feature that has clearly 
been the subject of increasing attention 
- the destination wedding. If getting 
married abroad was once considered a 
complicated choice and only accessible to 
the wealthiest, today, thanks to low-cost 
agencies and the rate of exchange, it is 
within everyone's reach. A discourse that 
is valid both for our couples and for those 
who are in love with our country are

A MOMENT FROM ZANKYOU'S WEDDING CLUB 
IN PALAZZO PUCCI EVENTS & ACADEMY. THE 
PERFECT LOCATION FOR A DREAM WEDDING 

(PHOTO: MORLOTTI STUDIO)
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already thinking of it as the backdrop 
for their big day. Although this is a new 
market, with a lot of undiscovered research 
because of its fast evolving nature, from the 
2015  Italian National Institute of Statistics 
(ISTAT) analysis, with the 2016 study by 
the Tourist Study Center of Florence,  
various conclusions can be drawn. The 
results showed over 8,000 foreign couple 
marriages registered, with an overall 
turnover produced by the sector of about 
440.8 million €. In short, an  arithmetic 
average of about 55,000€  spent on each 
ceremony. To add to this finding, some 
other interesting data was collected by the  
CST, involving the participation of 1500 
operators. We know that the countries 
who stand on the winner's podium for the 
bulk of this movement are the  UK, USA, 
and Australia, representing 27.6%, 21.2%, 
8.9% respectively, of foreign weddings. 
And to add to these statistics we estimate 
that Switzerland occupies 1.8% and Brazil 
1.7%. In addition to these top countries, 
the data made it possible to deduce that 
these couples bring with them a retinue 
of friends and family members, in this 
case, an arithmetic average of fifty invited 
guests for each marriage.

Further afield
The phenomenon is not just about foreign 
spouses, however. Our couples and our 
professional workers are equally involved 

in the world of destination weddings. In 
the last Zankyou Wedding Experience 
that took place in Rome on the fourth of 
October 2018, we decided to invite an 
exotic guest to our roundtable, with the 
aim of adding an international panoramic 
to the whole topic. Our event was opened 
by CEO, Ms Sherin Francis, of the Official 
Seychelles Tourism Board. The team 
of the  OST Board told us about the 
increasing number of arrivals by spouses 
in recent years, especially in relation to 
the "honeymoon" segment. They then 
integrated into the topics of the day, the 
potential of their beautiful cluster of islands, 
including “postcard” views, warm climate 
throughout the year and a cultural offer 
that goes far beyond a “relaxing holiday”. 
In addition to describing the attractions 
offered by Seychelles, they told us about 
the habit of the “Island Hopping”  that, as 
the name suggests, consists of "jumping" 
from one island to another; a method 
which spouses often use to explore as 
much of the archipelago as possible. 

Destination weddings: A word from the 
experts
Artistic goods, the quality and the variety 
of our cuisine and a tendentially enjoyable 
climate are strong points on which the 
entire Italian territory can count. This 
was the unanimous answer from all the 
professionals interviewed.

SIMONA SPINOLA WITH SHERIN FRANCIS
PHOTO: ROBERTO CANDIDO PHOTOGRAPHER
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What are foreign couples looking for in 
Italy?
Valentina Barrile, the wedding planner 
from the Sicilianozze agency, talks about 
her land, Sicily, which "... is chosen for its 
surprising character, for its eclecticism, for 
its rich heritage of diversified cultural and 
naturalistic backdrops, but also to enjoy 
its characteristic flavours and aromas".

Sabrina Gambato from TiAmo TiSposo, 
wedding planner from Milan and 
specialist in  destination weddings, tells 
us: "The foreign couple who get married 
in Italy want to let their guests live a real 
experience: usually the guests spend  at 
least three days in Italy and during this 
period of time the couple try to guarantee 
them the best, in terms of excursions, 
landscape, and culinary experiences.” 

Laura Palladino  and  Marianna Di Paolo of  
La Calla Events, who have been organising 
destination weddings on the Amalfi 
Coast for twenty years, tell us that: "Many 
couples are influenced by the photos they 
find on social networks and they already 
arrive with clear ideas about the locations 
they would like for their wedding. On the 
Amalfi Coast, actually, they are finding 
more than what they saw in the pictures.” 

What are the most popular areas of 
interest?
Tuscany prevails among others such as 
Rome, the Garda area or the Salento area, 
Sicily and Liguria in addition to Naples, 
and the Amalfi Coast. As told by  Camilla 
Commendatore, owner of  via fontana 
30, with ten years of experience planning 
weddings at Lake Garda and surrounding 
areas:  "Lake Garda is requested due to the 
beauty and uniqueness of the landscapes 
that are part of it, offering different types of 
locations , all unique and with breathtaking 
views: from the fortress to the villa, from 
the classy restaurant to the agritourism, 
from the charming hotels to the Relais. 
Not to mention the massive presence 
of wine cellars, which year after year 
attract more and more  eager  spouses to 
celebrate their marriage whilst immersed 
in this particular and distinctive context". 
These words are also echoed by the staff 
from Treviso, the  Palladian imprint villa, 
Villa Corner della Regina.  Erika Bolletta, 
Director of Sales & Marketing, tells us, "By 
planning the wedding in the Villa, couples

VALENTINA BARRILE, THE WEDDING 
PLANNER FROM SICILIANOZZE AGENCY

SABRINA GAMBATO FROM 
TIAMO TISPOSO

LAURA PALLADINO AND MARIANNA DI 
PAOLO FROM LA CALLA EVENTS

DESTINATION WEDDINGS |
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find the support and the flexibility of the 
organisation, which offers all the services 
related to their marriage celebration, with 
a single point of reference without the 
need to search for suppliers. But above 
all, support for the entire wedding event: 
including the arrival and the welcome of 
guests and organising the transfers for 
the greetings.

CAMILLA COMMENDATORE 
FROM VIA FONTANA 30

Hotel Relais Villa Corner della Regina
It is clear to us that if a couple  falls  in  love with Italy, with its nature 
and with its overwhelming elegant simplicity, its professionals still 
remain those who know how to enhance it beyond expectation and 
create a truly authentic Italian destination wedding of dreams.
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Why Portugal is one of the most 
popular wedding destinations:

7 experts reveal the reasons

Portugal was named destination of the year for a second year running in 2018 
at the World Travel Awards, so it comes as no surprise that this popular holiday 
destination welcomes thousands of destination weddings each year. Professionals 
in the wedding sector have been advantage of this type of tourism, offering their 
local expertise to foreign couples with the goal of being the selected providers 
for the couples’ wedding abroad.

We spoke to seven of the countries leading professionals in a range of industry 
sectors, to discover the world of destination weddings from the perspective of 
Portuguese provider. What is the profile of foreign couples who choose Portugal? 
What are the differential services that they require? How are Portuguese providers 
successfully reaching foreign couples before they arrive in the country? All these 
questions are explored in this destination wedding tale, as told by our Portuguese 
experts.
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One of the firsts steps for a bride in 
her planning journey is to buy her 
dress. So to begin with, we spoke 

to a leading bridal retailer.

Gio Rodrigues tells us about buyers in 
the market 

Our international brides come mainly from 
Angola, Brazil and Ireland. This represents 
20% of our annual income. Each market 
has different requests; the Angolan 
market  demands more glamorous and 
voluptuous dresses, where lace and 
Swarovski crystals are the main material.  
Our  Brazilian brides tend to opt for more  

classic dresses and more marked 
silhouettes, with accents of lace whipped 
necklines. While the  Irish market 
chooses Portugal’s beaches to get 
married, and so more fluid dresses in silk 
chiffon are demanded. I do not get such 
distinguishable differences with brides 
from Portugal; the bride chooses the type 
of dress to match with the locale they 
want to celebrate their day.

Attribution of Gio Rodrigues sales 
Usually, the wedding planners bring us 
the international clients, except those 
from the Angolan market, where the Gio 
Rodrigues Brand is already recognised. 
The partnership with wedding planners 
is very important because they filter the 
brides and grooms that represent our 
vision and who are seeking to get the 
luxury experience that our atelier offers, 
leaving both us and the bride very happy. 

Now we look to the wedding planners who, 
as highlighted by Rodrigues, are pivotal in 
connecting foreign couples with the other 
providers needed for the wedding. 

GIO RODRIGUES DESIGNER FROM
GIO RODRIGUES BRIDAL 
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Maria Luís tells us why couples choose 
Portugal
From my experience, what couples 
appreciate most from the Portuguese 
people is that they can speak English 
and are very welcoming. But, of course, 
those are not the main reasons. The main 
reasons why they choose Portugal are 
because we have great food and wine for 
incredible prices and we offer amazing 
landscapes full of history and culture. The 
majority of our couples find us online and 
then there is the other group of custom 
that is generated from recommendations 
by previous couples. Our couples come 
from all over the world but our main 
clients are based:  in the UK - mostly 
London, and the USA - mostly NY  (these 
clients prefer to get married at the North 
of Portugal: at the Douro Valley);  and 
then those based in Ireland (these clients 
prefer getting married at The Algarve). 
Then we have a lot of Brazilians, French 
and Swiss. Each wedding is different 
considering the country where they are 
from and the couple themselves. Some 
of our couples love the idea of getting 
married at a vineyard with a romantic river 
view and others prefer to rent a stunning 
villa at The Algarve and enjoy the hot 
summer. But the running theme with most 
of the couples is  Portugal i.e. they desire 
to include some details of our history or 
culture in a lot of parts of their wedding.

Maria Luís talks budget
In terms of budget, foreigners choose to 
have smaller weddings (for a maximum of 
50 people) but they do want to include 
all those extra activities before and after 
the wedding day. I can say that with 
this incorporated into the budget, we're 
expected to spend around 25k€. Besides 
that, we do have big Brazilian and Indian 
weddings with budgets of around 100k - 
200k€. Here couples choose to pay not 
only the rehearsal dinner, wedding day 
and activities the day after, but also their 
guests' accommodation.

MARIA LUÍS WEDDING PLANNER
OWNER OF MARY ME
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Maria José  tells us about coupleś biggest 
fears when marrying abroad
The biggest worry by couples that travel 
to Portugal for their destination wedding 
is the lack of knowledge of suppliers 
and how they can organise everything 
in a country without even speaking the 
language, most of the time. They are also 
concerned with their guests, desiring to 
offer them a unique and safe experience. 
It is a dream that they spend more than 
a year in advance preparing for, so their 
worries are vast. It is our job precisely to 
withdraw all these worries and this must 
happen very soon after our first meeting. It 
is important that we are very present and 
offer quick responses to all their doubts. 
We almost always work with “all inclusive 
weddings” so we deal with everything 
from the simple  "Save the date" cards to 
the last detail of their “big day”. We are 
fortunate enough to create several types 

of weddings because our couples are very 
different from each other. Nevertheless 
boho chic and vineyards weddings are 
undoubtedly the most wanted. In fact, 
those settings of a sea view are already 
beginning to be exchanged for other, 
more typical ones in Portugal because 
those who want to have a destination 
wedding, are more frequently looking for 
a typical experience of that country.

Paula tells us about the demand for The 
Algarve
Foreign couples come to Portugal for the  
weather, food, wine and hospitality.
We also see a lot of demand from the UK, 
Ireland, the USA and Brazil, with couples 
often finding us through social media.
Without a doubt here in the Algarve 
Beach weddings are the most desired and 
we pride ourselves in being specialists of 
the region, allowing us to create dream 
weddings for couples that come to visit 
it.  Venue choice is another big decision 
in the destination wedding. Not only is it a 
matter of ceremony and party, but also an 
issue of accommodation - not just for the 
bridal party but usually the entire guest 
list. So we spoke to leading hotel chain 
Pousada to understand the process for 
such bookings.

MARIA JOSÉ AND ANA, 
WEDDING PLANNERS 

FROM PRENÚNCIO DE FESTA

PAULA GRADE & KARINA SOUSA,
ALGARVE WEDDING PLANNERS
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Alvarinho from Pousada Hotels talks 
wedding themes & business approach
Our couples come from all over the 
world, from Australia, UAE, India, South 
America and Europe. We’ve had requests 
for ceremonies ranging from "Game of 
Thrones" to "Star Wars" theme. And of 
course, traditional and classic weddings 
are always on trend. Couples usually have 
a medium-high budget meaning that they 
often request two nights’ accommodation 
for the Pousada’s exclusivity. For couples 
that come directly to us, we have a 
selection of providers with whom we 
collaborate. Alternatively, we have a 
selection of wedding planners (having 
already their own trusted providers) who 
truly understand our concept and focus 
on how the hotel options can impress 
and surprise couples, taking advantage 
of the Pousadas’ versatility. Another 
important factor in our approach to 
attracting destination wedding clientele 
is our 360-degree approach to promote 
our services. We do so through wedding 
business players such as destination 
wedding planners, photographers and 
other providers; our website, social 
networks, newsletters, publicity in topical 
magazines, B2B events and trade fairs. 

The last two professionals whose expertise 
we looked to was those who are charged 
with capturing all the action on the big 
day, creating tangible memories through 
photographs.

The trio from Rui talk partnerships and 
making their service internationally 
accessible
At this moment there are very good 
photographers in Portugal, so the decision 
of the couple is a mix of photographic 
style preference, trust and empathy. 
We personally are  known for our light, 
natural photojournalistic approach. We 
get many international enquiries directly 
through online platforms like Zankyou 
and international Photographers award-
winning websites. In addition, we get 
referrals from wedding planners and 
venues, as well as references from couples 
that we have already had the privilege of 
photographing. One thing we have learnt 
is to have an international name so that 
whoever searches on Google can find 
us more easily. In our case "Rui Teixeira 
Wedding Photography" and not "Rui 
Teixeira Fotografo de Casamento".

SUSANA ALVARINHO, F&B AND 
EVENT SENIOR MANAGER POUSADA HOTELS

RUI PHOTOGRAPHY TEAM
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Hélder tells us how couples and providers 
are getting their "happily ever after" 
I think that at the moment Portugal is in 
fashion, we have good food, good wines, a 
wonderful climate and compared to other 
countries the cost of living is not high. So 
this is the initial attraction of Portugal. 
Then when considering providers, today a 
couple can get to know almost everything 
about a company on the internet; there 
are several forums with evaluations where 
the clients can gather opinions left about 
us. Essentially, this is allowing couples to 
make better-informed decisions about 
their destination wedding providers. My 
company has been around for about 18 
years and I think this for a customer brings 
security and trust. As well as making 
couples happy, it is important to maintain 
good relationships with my professional 
partners too. Once the event has come 
to an end one of the things I prioritise is 
sending the photos I shoot to my partners 
as quickly as possible.

Moral of the story
We bring this destination wedding 
planning tale to end with some pieces 
of advice from these Portugal based 
professionals:

My main advice is to make as much 
effort with a client as possible 

because  the client recommendation 
is the biggest advertising weapon. 

- Gio Rodrigues

“

“

Find the best things in each country, 
in each city and take advantage of 

them. Get to know the culture deeply 
and the local rituals and talk about 

it with enthusiasm and passion. 
When we love what we're doing or 
talking about, we're showing a bit 
of ourselves but also a bit of their 

wedding day. 
- Maria Luís

“

“

Be concerned about knowing the 
culture of the country of the couples.

- Maria José“
“

Create a concept, keep it simple to 
communicate (less is more), focus on 

it and keep consistency!
- Susana Alvarinho“

“

It could be easily overlooked, but it 
is important to have pictures of other 
foreign couples so that the couples 
from other countries can identify 

with them.
- Rui Teixeira

“

“

Be heavily present on the web, and 
invest in Zankyou and other style 

portals.
- Hélder Couto“

“
HÉLDER FROM 

HÉLDER COUTO FOTO
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The Pull of Greece:
Discussing Destination Wedding Demand 
across the Islands 

Konstantinos  Tsoukalas, owner of  NAI I DO Weddings, the 
Greek destination wedding and honeymoon portal, sat with us 
to discuss his experience of destination weddings in Greece. 
Greece is within the top 20 most demanded destinations in the 
world, with many couples choosing one of its many islands for their 
civil, religious or symbolic wedding ceremonies. In this article we explore how the 
popular destination segments its inbound destination wedding custom and we 
look at the opportunities for foreign providers to participate in the market.

The arrivals
Despite official statistics being hard to 
come by, Greece holds approximately 
15,000 destination weddings each year. 
The UK is by far the country with the 
most couples choosing to get married 
in Greece; followed by couples from the 
USA, Australia, and Lebanon/UAE. 

The season
The wedding season spans from April to 
the end of October, with the peak being 

between June and mid-October. Couples 
have various ways to plan and book their 
nuptial event depending on their style, 
budget, number of guests, destination, 
and preferences. Many use a planner, but 
the trend is a combination of a DIY format, 
with the brides being very involved, and 
hiring a planner perhaps only for parts 
of the planning process, as opposed to 
a full package. However, as the  budget 
grows, full planning is always preferred. 
Pre-arranged packages are still welcome

DESTINATION WEDDINGS |
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as long as they are customisable. 
Most couples rely almost exclusively 
on contacting providers in Greece, 
although there are now more specialised 
planners and companies based abroad 
but operating in Greece, but who also 
collaborate with locals.

The package deal 
In a nutshell, couples with lower budgets 
go for standardisation; those with middle 
budgets go for customisation of a 
package, and then the couples who come 
with no budget limitations go for total 
personalisation and demand a quote/
package totally from scratch, created for 
them and no one else. These trends occur 
mainly for “value for money” reasons, 
budget optimization, and effort by the 
couples.

The ceremony
Civil and symbolic ceremonies are the 
leading ceremony types from foreign 
couples. Although there is no one specific 
theme that is the most “in-demand” - the 
magnificent views and stunning seaside 
venues are more than enough to create a 
theme of their own. Ceremony size has a 
huge range, spanning from elopements of 
small intimate weddings with a maximum 
of 20 guests, to huge groups of 250-
300 guests. An average would be 50-
60 guests  but this depends also on the 
country of origin; as well as the budget.

The islands
The distinct offerings of the different 
islands  make Greece a truly unique 
destination. Mykonos, Santorini, Paros, 
Crete, the Athenian Riviera, Sifnos, Rhodes, 
Spetses or Ios are all diverse islands and 
are all capable of catering for different 
styles, profiles, budgets, and even number 
of guests or venue types. As a general 
guide to segment the market:  Mykonos 
offers many amazing luxury  private 
villas whereas  Santorini has numerous  
specialised event venues.  Paros is up 
and coming whereas Spetses is more  
traditional. And then you have  Crete which 
offers large hotels as does Halkidiki and so 
on and so forth. Nevertheless, there is no 
single “must-go” island for a couple profile, 
but there are certain characteristics each 
destination offers making the selection 
both interesting and flexible.

The work of NAI I DO Weddings 
NAI I DO Weddings works mainly with 
planners and planning companies who 
wish to offer Greece as a destination to 
their clients without having to invest a 
lot of time, effort, and budget in order 
to research, learn and enter a very 
competitive market. In summary, the 
best tactics for pulling Greece into your 
portfolio are proximity,  local contacts, 
repeat business, reliability, and a  flexible 
collaboration scheme, as well as increasing 
brand awareness through an established 
player already operating in the market.
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The Multi-moon boom:
How Smart Honeymooners Are
Stretching their Budget to See More of the World

The age-old tradition of a honeymoon is a time for couples to finally enjoy one 
another’s company after a long (and likely stressful) wedding planning journey. 
But the honeymoon’s purpose is now evolving. Of course it remains a special 
and intimate period for newleyweds to start their new lives together, but it has 
now also become a period where millennial couples take as much advantage of 
their time off work to see more of the world. The average trip still lasts between 
one and two weeks, but one big observation concerning today’s honeymooners 
is the growing number of couples visiting multiple destinations during their 
honeymoon. In fact 32% of couples from the 2018 ZIWO study, visited two or 
three destinations during their trip. These couples, who are deciding to visit 
several countries, are now described to be enjoying a multi-moon. The survey 
also revealed that the average honeymoon budget was around 4,400 Euros, 
approximately matching that of the previous year. So, what does this suggest? 
Honeymooners are getting smarter! Today’s honeymooners are better equipped 
to seek out the best deals and maximise their budget. 76% of couples celebrate 
their honeymoon right after the wedding, but 16% choose to wait for the best 
season in their chosen destinations.

Brazil: 3,700€

Chile: 2,722€

Colombia: 1,757€

France: 4,979€

Italy: 5,501€
Mexico: 3,090€

Netherland: 2,886€

Poland: 2,200€

Peru: 2,681€

Spain: 5,946€

Portugal: 3,017€

United Kigdom: 4,159€

United States: 5,313€

Russia: 2,368€

Switzerland: 3,790€
Germany:4,256€
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Booking and budget
Last year 50% of couples organised their
honeymoons themselves, compared with
the 40% who relied on the services of 
a specialist travel agent. Another 8% 
confirmed that they simply bought an 
online offer that they’d come across. 
Relaxation and honeymoons to the beach
were the preferred choice by two thirds of
couples, but 36% chose to take time 
to specifically participate in cultural 
activities and an additional 33% of couples 
participated in adventure based activities. 
These findings support the idea that 
there is a growing desire by couples to 
do more on their honeymoon in addition 
to the beloved activity of lounging on the 
sea shore. Another trend suggests that 
couples with the largest budgets are even 
opting to enjoy a mega-moon, which is a
honeymoon that extends for months and
months, and has increasingly been made
possible thanks to a growing number 
of companies offering sabbatical leave 
programmes. This reality is giving the 
mega-mooning couple the chance to 
enjoy the entire range of honeymoon 
activities available in different parts of the
world. The biggest spenders on the 
honeymoon were identified as couples 
from Italy and Spain, with more than half of 
couples spending above 5,000€ on their 
honeymoon (64% and 51% respectively); 
in fact almost three out of ten couples 

from these countries splashed out over 
8,000€.

In-demand destinations
Couples choose their destinations based
on a range of factors, perhaps basing the
decision on their life-long dream to visit a
country that they’ve heard so much about
or even just a destination with the best 
transport links (removing the stress that
often comes with travelling). But now we
take a look at the most visited honeymoon 
destinations by couples all across the 
world and explore the reasons for their 
popularity. 

The American Dream
40% of all couples enjoy their honeymoon
on the American continents, but the USA
emerged within the top ten destinations 
for over 90% of the participating countries 
in the ZIWO study. Its international appeal 
can be attributed to its massive media 
& entertainment industry which has 
infiltrated international media channels, 
presenting its states to travellers as 
the dream location to aspire to visit. A 
honeymoon to the USA hence allows 
brides to live out their most-loved 
Hollywood rom-coms with their wedded 
Prince Charmings. The study showed the 
most visited cities by couples on their 
honeymoon is New York, with heavy 
interest by LATAM couples in Orlando.
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The European romance
Europe was the second most demanded 
continent with 27% of couples 
honeymooning here. Italy and France 
ruled amongst the most popular 
European destinations with couples from 
Colombia and Brazil in particular taking 
the opportunity to visit multiple European 
destinations during their honeymoon. 
With its historical beauty, it is no surprise 
that a European trip continues to be a 
popular choice amongst honeymooners. 
In addition to the relative ease of being 
able to travel from country to country 
within the continent.

Southeast Asian escape
Thailand, Maldives and Indonesia have 
established themselves as leading Asian 
honeymoon destinations, offering some 
of the world’s most beautiful and tranquil 
settings. Nevertheless, last year we saw a  
peak in interest for honeymoons to Japan, 
Singapore and Vietnam from couples on 
both sides of the Atlantic. This boom is 
likely the result of better flight connections 
and an evident increase in promotional 
activity by national tourism bodies, as 
well as the growing immersion in home 
countries of the culture and cuisine from 
the East, subsequently increasing interest 
in these destinations.

The magic of Mexico
Mexico rises once again as a top ten 
honeymoon destination for all of our 
surveyed countries (apart from the UK 
where it ranked 13th). The top 3 demanded 
Mexican locations were Cancun, Riviera 
Maya and Mexico City. The country is world 
famous for its cuisine, natural attractions 
and its eclectic mix of tourist activities; an 
unstoppable force to be reckoned with in 
the world of honeymoons.

Island stops 
Bali, Greece, French Polynesia, 
Punta Cana and Mauritius also made 
appearances as the most in demand 
islands. There is another habit amongst 
millennial honeymooners of participating 
in island hopping; another way they can 
achieve their “generational mission” to see 
as much of the world as they can.

Demand for a host of new and exotic 
destinations is at an all time high, and 
honeymooner budgets are now being 
shared between several destinations 
during the honeymoon trip. So, its needless 
to say that destinations and honeymoon 
providers must maintain high levels of 
investment in tourism infrastructure to 
welcome these multi-mooning couples 
throughout all seasons of the year.

THE AMERICAN DREAM
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THE EUROPEAN ROMANCE

THE MAGIC OF MEXICO

ISLANDS STOPS

SOUTHEAST ASIAN ESCAPE
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The Seven Secrets to 
Successfully Boosting your

Romance Travel Sales

The romance travel market is one that continues to thrive, with millions of 
couples taking holidays each year to celebrate engagements, honeymoons and 
anniversaries. This growing trend has been the result of a range of social factors 
ranging from the increasing disposable income of the modern-day couple to the 
open-mindedness of the millennial generation with a thirst to experience new 
cultures and destinations. 85% of couples go on a honeymoon and couples spend 
approximately three times more on their honeymoon than on a regular holiday 
(with an average just shy of 4,500 Euros). Hence travel agents, tour operators 
and other suppliers in the travel market have the opportunity to profit from this 
lucrative niche. We have identified the seven secrets to successfully capturing 
this target travel clientele whilst navigating through today’s competitive business 
environment.
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Secret number 1: Specialise
Nowadays, many multinational tour 
operators offer special travel packages 
for honeymooners. The business 
challenge for independent travel agents 
has consequently become a question 
of strategic positioning. An effective 
solution? Becoming a specialist or 
building a team of individuals with certain 
expertise! Doing this can help establish 
your business as the “go-to” agency 
for specific types of honeymoon travel. 
Focusing on link-building with the best 
partners in select geographic markets 
can ensure that you offer an outstanding 
travel package. One approach would be 
to only work with accredited providers 
and holders of national or regionally 
recognised awards e.g. Certificate for 
Sustainable Tourism (CST), WTA winners 
(World Travel Awards), etc. Whether your 
speciality is luxury safaris, cruises, or 
wellness retreats in undiscovered corners 
of the world, once you identify your niche, 
the key to demonstrating your expertise is 
providing insight that goes beyond what 
a couple can find with a basic internet 
search. Research by Kuoni highlighted 
that 59% of people booking holidays 
prefer real advice from trusted experts. So 
by specialising, asserting your expertise 
and offering helpful location-based and 
activity-based travel advice, you can be 
the honeymoon provider of choice for a 
couple.

Secret number 2: Switch away 
from standardisation
Historically the appeal of a travel deal 
was its all-inclusive one price nature. 
But as customers have become more 
sophisticated, expecting more from travel 
providers, a basic standardised offer 
is no longer a viable option. A couple 
wants to feel like their honeymoon was 
created especially for them, a once in a 
lifetime experience handcrafted to their 
personalised tastes and needs. So with 
every trip you sell, there should always be 
a level of flexibility, i.e. a way to tailor the

package. This also presents another 
great way to demonstrate your expertise! 
Using all the data you’ve pre-collected 
on your clients, whether that be online, 
over the phone or during a face to face 
consultation, you can offer tailor-made 
recommendations. The dialogue between 
you and potential couples should not be 
“heré s an offer we currently have” but 
rather, “based on your preferences, these 
are the offers that may be of best interest 
to you”.

Secret number 3: 
Suitable systems
This third secret to success is about 
establishing process efficiency. Setting 
up systems of operations that can be 
easily navigated by potential customers 
and managed by staff will help you stay 
ahead of the competition. As a minimum, 
providers should ensure quick and easy 
processes for couples to view and edit 
their itinerary before and during their trip. 
In addition, you should maintain periodic 
contact with the couple leading up to their 
romance trip, providing useful information 
concerning: visa requirements, check-
in instructions, weather forecasts, your 
latest (tailored) offers, etc. Providers must 
also establish easy ways for their couples 
to purchase add-ons. It’s a fact that there 
are significant sales to be generated after 
a holiday has already been booked and 
large companies are already successfully 
capitalising on this strategy. Nevertheless, 
this very tactic can be applied by even the 
smallest of agencies. For example, offering 
add-ons like insurance, pre-booking of 
transitory vehicles or even activities such 
as meals in exclusive restaurants. But one 
of the key secrets to customers purchasing 
these extras through you is the ease of 
booking!

Secret number 4: 
Speedy response
Number four is increasing your 
responsiveness and reachability. In this 
highly saturated market where customers

HONEYMOON |
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can easily switch to a “neighbouring” 
travel service provider, an element of 
competition has become a race of who 
responds first. Customers will take 
response time as a representation of your 
interest and investment in their needs. 
Bear in mind, for a working couple, the 
most likely time for them to book their
romantic trip would be outside of the 
working office. The more instant your 
interaction with that couple who are trying 
to book their honeymoon, the greater 
their satisfaction with your services will 
be. And the more satisfied the couple 
are, not only the more likely you’ll be 
to securing the sale, but also the more 
likely that you’ll achieve repeat custom in 
addition to achieving those all-important 
recommendations.

Secret number 5: Social media 
A third of internet time is spent on social 
media so this presents a great opportunity 
for businesses to increase interaction and 
contact time with couples. It is essential 
to have a Facebook profile, providing a 
space for couples to upload the photos 
from their trip with you to your page and 
even tag you in their personal posts! What 
better brand exposure could you ask for? 
Customers who follow your Facebook 
page can also leave reviews of your 
services and equally you can engage with 
them, offering useful travel tips and timely 
destination insights. Social media can also 
be a great platform for paid advertising 
thanks to targeting guided by Big Data!

Secret number 6: 
Study the market 
In the ever-evolving industry, it is essential 
to forever remain a student. Yes! A student 
- even the most senior managers. One 
must be aware of the current trends as well 
as know the current status and actualities 
of their destinations. If a destination in 
which you operate features negatively in 
the news, you may have to implement PR 
activities to reassure and give destination 
updates for any couples who have 

booked their honeymoon there. Or even 
if a controversial headline arises such as 
“irresponsible tourism management in…”;
it will serve your brand well to demonstrate 
any activities in which you participate to 
disassociate yourself from the controversy. 
It’s also essential to keep up to date with 
changing best practices - take for example 
the GDPR implemented in the European 
Union which has had consequences for all 
organisations. Put simply, you must stay 
on top of evolving market conditions to be 
a travel provider that survives the industry
changes!

Secret number 7: 
Spread the word
Or better yet, get your customers to 
spread the word for you. This final tip, in 
reality, is no longer a secret, given that 
word of mouth is one of the oldest forms 
of marketing known to business! But it is 
always an important point to reiterate, and 
even more so for players in the romance 
travel market. A trip like a honeymoon 
is one of the most important holidays 
that a couple will take together, so they 
will take extra care when choosing their 
provider, relying heavily on the experience 
of couples before them. So make it a 
business priority to achieve feedback 
from all clients and have them share the 
news about your business on popular 
online platforms. 

So there you have it - the seven secrets 
to boosting your sales from romance 
travellers. This opulent market is full of 
buyers willing and able to spend more 
than the average globe-trotter. They 
want luxury, they want romance and by 
executing these seven steps your business 
can be a true winner: Specialise, take 
advantage of social platforms, increase 
responsiveness whilst being easy to reach, 
make your offer personalised, establish 
efficient processes, make learning a 
continual business activity, and get 
reviews in the right places. Do all this
to thrive in this lucrative niche!
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Championing Sustainability
The Changing Face of Honeymoon Tourism

Sustainability has become a buzz 
word for almost all business sectors 
in recent history but it has long been 

a topic of concern in travel and tourism. 
Calculated to provide one in ten jobs 
across the world, it is an industry that 
needs to be protected, where investment 
in infrastructures and the adoption of 
responsible practices need to carefully 
considered to ensure the long term 
profitability and success of the market. 
Sustainability is generally split into 
three pillars: environmental protection, 
contribution to long term economic 
growth and achieving a positive social 
impact. The United Nations World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO) is the global body 
responsible for promoting such activities 
in travel & tourism and who, in 2018, put 
an emphasis on Innovation and Digital 
Transformation as a means for sustainable 
development. Nevertheless making 
an industry sustainable requires both 

providers and buyers to take responsibility 
for their actions. And despite the “lavish” 
tag associated with romance travel, this 
sector has not been excluded from the 
growing adoption of sustainable practices 
by both honeymoon providers and 
honeymooners. Honeymooners no longer 
just fill the category of luxury travellers, 
often seen as tourists who hid away in their 
resort complex for the entirety of their 
trip. Today’s highly educated millennial 
couple is more interested in cultural 
immersion and social impact. They want 
a range of new and different experiences 
in addition to being able to have those all-
important “instagrammable” moments. 
Many still look for luxury and relaxation 
but also desire an additional offer to this 
old proposition. Here we look at five 
practices in honeymoon tourism that are 
transforming the experience of couples, 
destinations and local businesses, all on 
this universal path to a sustainable future.
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Many-moons
More and more couples are opting for
multiple post-wedding trips, often opting 
for a mini-moon right after the wedding 
(a three-day trip) and then a longer trip to 
multiple destinations a few months later. 
This practice not only can help to combat 
seasonality – thanks to couples spending 
their extended second honeymoon 
travelling during “low season” – but it is 
allowing more destinations to welcome 
this type of tourism. Couples no longer 
have to decide on just one country to visit, 
a reality which could explain the increase 
in romance travel to countries such as 
Japan, Colombia and New Zealand. 
Unexplored destinations can now share 
in the economic benefits of honeymoon 
tourism, where couples tend to have a 
higher budget than they would allocate to 
any other holiday.

Use of Big Data
Next, we have the use of Big Data, a 
concept that transcends industries and 
which Tourism has truly been able to 
take advantage of the tools available 
to capture  it. Big Data’s contribution to 
sustainability is largely its ability to improve 
business efficiency. Take for example tour 
operators and travel agents who use Big 
Data to undergo effective planning and 
negotiation with suppliers 

by understanding existing demand and 
making more accurate demand forecasts. 
Not only do Big Data analytics allow 
for the monitoring of consumer trends, 
but take for example hotels; by tracking 
consumer profiles and activity, they can 
now offer more relevant and customised 
packages, perfect for a busy millennial 
honeymooner. All these developments are 
allowing for better interaction between 
supply and demand, bringing benefits for 
both companies and travellers.

Green honeymoons
As couples become more environmentally 
conscious and are considering their carbon 
footprint, there has been a rising interest 
in eco-tourism honeymoons. A common 
practice would be staying in a “green” 
hotel, for example, a socially responsible 
resort steeped in a forest in Costa Rica. 
Where the couple is able to spend time 
learning about conservation and green 
issues. This option also satisfies the desire 
of the couple to have a new and unique 
experience, spending their first holiday as 
a married couple nestled in the tranquillity 
of nature. This type of green honeymoon 
option is growing more attractive to the 
“typical” millennial couple who are always 
on the hunt for the most picturesque 
spots to upload to their Instagram profile.

HONEYMOON |
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Digital destination
A digital destination is one that embraces 
new technology to transform the 
destination experience for travellers. 
Novelties include mobile geo-
tagging allowing apps to give couples 
recommendations of local services, and 
also mobile apps providing walking trails 
of local areas. Other developments include 
free, high-speed wifi - an essential feature 
for today’s digital destinations. Quality 
internet infrastructure is allowing couples 
to research services and book them in 
real-time, benefit from online check-ins at 
hotel digital desks in addition to enjoying 
in-room I-Pads that allow honeymooners 
to easily buy add-ons during their holiday. 
The list of technologies are endless 
and are all helping the travel & tourism 
stay up to speed with other industries, 
whilst contributing to growing customer 
satisfaction and securing long term 
sustainable development. 

Volunteer honeymoons
As previously mentioned, sustainable 
tourism also consists of supporting local 
businesses & causes which is why many 
couples are choosing to spend part of their 
honeymoon participating in charitable 
activities. These may include helping at 
wildlife conservation centres, supporting 
local farming activity, volunteering to help 
disadvantaged women and children, or 
simply visiting smaller towns away from 
main tourist centres, which support local 
craftsmen and small business owners. 
All these businesses which are seemingly 
unrelated to honeymoon activity can 
now cater to the modern honeymooner 
who is on the hunt for complete cultural 
immersion. There is an endless list of 
business and traveller practices that 
are changing the face of honeymoons, 
travel and tourism as we know it. As long 
as participants in all the market niches 
continue to embrace these best practices, 
the industry as a whole will continue to 
have a long and prosperous future.
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Zankyou News:
Zankyou is constantly developing to increase the benefits and usefulness for 
couples and providers around the world. In this feature, we present the top news 
from the last year concerning updates on the international portal.

Luxury Weddings - Magazine  
Findings from the recent ZIWO study 
suggested that almost 20% of couples 
in Europe have a wedding budget of 
more than 30.000€. This phenomenon is 
thought to be the result of more couples 
waiting a few extra years before tying 
the knot. This has meant that couples, in 
general, have more disposable income 
when they are planning their wedding. 
In addition to the increased spending 
power of millennials, financial support 
from families for the big day still remains 
strong with 47% of couples also relying on 
funds from their families. This reality has 
opened a whole new opportunity for the 
luxury wedding niche, which was once 
dominated solely by the celebrity or royal  
type couple. Today we are seeing the

everyday couple opting for these 
aspirational, show-stopping, luxurious 
nuptial events too. And for this very reason, 
Zankyou launched Luxury Weddings, an 
exclusive section of the magazine which 
displays wedding inspiration for couples 
with the highest budgets. In this category, 
couples can find events and works from 
providers including haute couture bridal 
designers and luxury locations. This new 
magazine space will give these aspirational 
couples a new reference for their own 
high flying wedding parties in addition to 
giving luxury providers an online space 
to better position and differentiate their 
product from other providers. If you 
haven’t already seen the new magazine, 
visit our website.
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Destination Weddings - Directory
The ZIWO survey revealed that 9% of 
weddings that took place last year were 
destination weddings. This rate has 
tripled over the last decade highlighting 
a growing interest in couples to tie the 
knot abroad. Destination weddings are no 
longer just a topic of intimate elopements, 
which was generally the main attraction 
for many couples. However, today we are 
seeing growing numbers of destination 
weddings with a guest list that extends 
into the hundreds. Furthermore, no longer 
is “not being able to speak the language” 
a deterrent for couples organising their 
weddings in a foreign country, especially 
as more providers are seeing the value 
in learning at least a second language. 
With these language barriers falling and 
destination wedding demand rising, 

Zankyou has launched a section for  
destination weddings within the directory 
of each country. Yes - a couple was 
previously able to click onto the Zankyou 
webpage and visit the directories in any 
of the 23 countries, but now a couple can 
remain on the Zankyou directory of their 
native country: simply click on destination 
wedding and visit the listings of Zankyou’s 
premium providers, anywhere in the world,  
whilst being able to read it in their own 
language. This International approach also 
allows companies outside of Zankyou’s 23 
countries to have their very own listing, 
enabling them to interact with couples 
directly on the Zankyou portal. This is a 
big development for Zankyou and comes 
in response to the growing need for such 
a tool. Visit the website to check out the 
new directory feature. 

NEWS |
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#MYLOVESTORY

BRIDE GOWN: PRONOVIAS
SHOES: SERENA WHITEHAVEN
STYLIST: STYLEPRIVÉ
GROOM OUTFIT: BOSS
FLOWERS: FLORATELIE
JEWELRY: CHOCRÓN JOYEROS
LOCATION: ROOM MATE ÓSCAR
PHOTOGRAPHER: DIEGO VELASQUEZ VELAS STUDIO
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the world’s largest 
online wedding portal

www.zankyou.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: ADVERTISING@ZANKYOU.COM

 +44 (0) 845-8671037

W O R L D W I D E  P R E S E N C E
Zankyou operates in 23 countries worldwide 

and receives 5.5 million visits every month

T H E  M O S T  U S E D  W E D D I N G  W E B S I T E
350.000 brides have created their wedding website 

with Zankyou and  1.000.000 gifts have been 
purchased in our wedding lists

I N D U S T R Y ’ S  R E F E R E N C E
Zankyou is the wedding content provider for 
more than 20 media channels and the media 

partner for  many global bridal events

The best platform to advertise 
your wedding business
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